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1.	 The Reasons for th'e Toanding of Grumps VI 0 

Gruppe VI.. G. is the goungest of the Gruppen'under Ant VI,
being creeited as recently a s=a, OcUib'er 1943Briefly, it was
deign.;d to'serve :Amt VI as a research'section and was responsible
for pr Vidihg s the Laendergrupisen%pf the .Ant with information
concern ng foreign coUntries on geographical matters and on is
persona ities. . TO achieve this end, the .Gruppe sought to c
existinl sources of information on these matters and extend t
where ne,essary, • and thus become a central reference library
Amt VI.	 This. conception of centralisation . is the most Impor
feature o the GrUppe; the chief weakness in Ant VI records
to the fog ding of the Gruppe was,that each'Gruppe maintained
own refere ce library and card indices a weakness whith.w
emphasised bythe territorial ne4., 07,
the GrUppen,. Such territorial,

 he work of one Grup
and is a s tem—ill,conctived t
expwls, by the advande:of.the
Gruppe VI C Into the Balkan States,the concern of Gruppe.VI.	 •

• 2 . .	 „(Iruptle. VI G . and . ite'relations to Amt .VII

Prior to the creation of Gruppe VI G no central referent
library, or records was maintained for Ant VI, there existed ho
Agt VII which had been set up since the earliest days of the .R
to serve as a central libraryand . arthives for the whole of the
RSHA. Owing to the opposition of the Amtschefs howeVer, who w
tomaintain their own . .recOrds .within their Aemteri Amt . VII did n
develop along the lines envisaged. NeVertheiess-SCHELLENBERG
considered in the early days of his servies as,Antschef VI tak
use of Agit VII . for Agt VI pUrposes but abandoned the idea by 1
It was Gruppe VI G Which, eventually fulfilled the function which
might have beenbentralised . in. Amt VII.	 The reasons for this
abandonment,'of'AgttVII.P“avour of the new' Gruppe VI G are dealt.
with in the 7.,iquid4tiOrpRepott" (No. 23) on Ant VII.

IP

3.	 The overt natui4e of GrUppe.VI 

It is important however to appreciate:that Gruppe VI G was.
. in face very largely a coordination of existing research institutions
many of which have no real intelligence significance in themselves,
speaking in terms of 'Secret Service. 	 These institutions were
overt, and one of the concerns of the Gruppe was_that . they should



remain overt but that their information should be readily
available to Amt VI, and that their policy and .lines of researaft
should be dictated by the wants and desires of the Amt.	 One
effect of this is that a detailed study of Gruppe VI G leads
imperceptibly from covert to, overt organisations; for the purpose
of this publication the institutions which figure prominently in

' the story of VI G will be merely referred.to with the purpose of
showing where theyfit into the general scheme, and no attempt will
be made to analyse these institutions in detail.

•

4.	 •The Gruppenleiter	 (Th
41bo,,sQ,;

The history and develOpmeht 0 	 UPS.gLIL.2.. 4 up
inextricably with the personality of s founder; 	 410FRALLERT.
KRRLIERT was a Viennese student of histpry and.g .e,ograkhirfand was
associated_with _t h s=griia.L.19•33.4. From his earilTst
connections with the NSDAP he became one of its historians and was_
c onnee.t e d..14M...the.Intelligence Servige_o_t_the Militaerstandarte
Yienna_p_s_e.arly...asaK4. He became a  member - bt—fhe—gD:Liggptamt in •
the EMMO year and acted as a research expert ontheir liehain -He
became dkreet.or_of the , pghlikationsstelle Wien' :in	 and at
the same time a member of 11-1-iieliiitale—Tre-111 7--11fiThriginal formation
created by Amt VI in fa—aiiihi, later—tó -become the present Gruppe
VIE.	 After a period of service 'on the Eastern kant, also in
a research capacity, he returned to the RSWAn'-1945 and Was
appointed Gruppenleiter VI G, which position he held'until his
arrestoAin May 1945. 	 •

• s
KRALLERT himself was a man of colibiderable intelligence and,

as will be seen from the above brief account. of his career,
ettlently suited to the task given tOhim; . , and allied to his
erudition was a conception of the organisation on an intelligence
service which might have made him much more dangerous had he been
giv.en he4hance.earlie1' in his career to organise the resources
of Amt:VI,and'OOordina Its .intelligence material to the best

_advantage. — 11.1ven in;the-short history of VI G I KRALLERT was
gkö.deesr etalt0:an)...asito#Bili4g.degree in organising =practical 	 .
lines' •thle	 'institutes which were placed under his command 'and
in making the internal organisation of VI G function smoothly.
This success went of course only half way. 	 The 'real value or other-
wise of Gruppe VI G lay in whether the information it centralised

ad classified was usedto good purpose ,by the other Laendergruppen.
iruppe VI G was in no sense an executive Gruppe.

KRAILERT's dual function - the Kuratorium

In' addition to his appointment as Leiter Gruppe VI G I	.
KRALLERT in the . summer•of-1943 was also appointed (as the represen-
tative of Aat VI) joint director of the Kuratorium ;Ur Volkstut
und . Landesforschung together with EHLIbH of Amt III.	 It is
aUfficient f6-r present purposes to say that the Kuratorium was a
centralisation of existing. research organisations. in the geographical'
and ethnological field, servicing all the state departments,
including the Fore',Ign Office,, the NSDAP, the Ministry of the
Interior,. etc, and was responsible among other things for the .
provision of maps covering the areas in which the various institutes'
specialised.	 The Xuratorium controlled some eighteen institutes,
indlUding the Publikationsstelle Wien, Of which KRALLERT himself
nad been director since . 1938. . There was no direct link between.
Amt.VI and the-Kuratorium and the institutes under its control, and
though their researches could be made available to Amt VI, the
-institutes were in no . sense.engaged in . secret . service work, . The
close liaison betwe-'.'Atc0.Vi and the KUratOrium was in the persok

• H	 3Of-KRALLERT himself' 	 ' • •	 ' •
.L•



Director 	 Subject of Research

Dr CHMETELI until 	 The'USS
Prof Dr Hant0OH
took over in begin-
ning of 1945

SS Hastuf Dipling
o?trIBBEN

Industrial Ratrearch
on the USSR

Dr Walter LOKI' 	 The Near East

SS Stdbaf Dr
WilfrieWRILIERT

Production of maps
for intelligence
overprints

6.	 The Scope of VI G and tne. Institutes under its Control.

When VI G was formed it.naturally took aver the only research
institute then servicing Amt VI, the Wanseeinstitut (or the Institut
fur die Erforschung der . Sovietunion), which had been under the
control of Amt VI. since 1939. 	 In addition the Forschungsstelle
Orient had been formed at Tubingen in1942 under Stubaf-LORCH,
previously of Gruppe VI C, while the Ostasieninstitut under
Professor.DONATH, functioning since 1939, was also assimilated.
In addition to . these•existing institutes, several new ones were
formed to serve the particular interests of Amt VI. 	 These
institutes with their spheres of interest are listed below.

Name

(a) 'Instit —, zur
-Erforsphung der
Soviet:Union. (formerly
Wanseeinstitut) 1935

••(b) 4oschungsdienst Ost,
InfOrMatiOnstelle.fu±
Wirtschaft.und Tech-
nik 1943

(c)<orschungsstelle-
Orient 1.942

(d)1X1Itkartenstel1e
f Llencleri.„.cuiTd;e:"--

(e46stasieninstitut
'1939

(f06Tordailierikainstitut
...—

(g)-‹rbeitsgemoinscUl/
Gi66-i1711767517771944,

(h).Krbeitsgemeinschaft
Turlips:tan 1943,

Prof Dr ONATH	 The Far East

Prof Dr'WILLMES	 ' Canada and the USA

Prof DA:EHMANN	 British Empire

SS Has tuf Dr OLZSOHA . Turkestan

Scandinavia and
Finland•

(i) irtPOIOAMIE6Ii- Prof Dr SERAPHIM'
schaftliche Institut
Ober-]Donau 194Z-17)

The personnel employed in these institutes were of course research
specialists and not intelligence officers. 	 A high degree of
security was effected by camouflaging the connection between the
institutes and Amt VI, which in all communications with the
Institutes was referred to as the ”Reichstiftung fur Laenderkunden.

The Value of Gru e VI G to Amt VI

There is little indication that the other4 Gruppen of Amt VI
availed themselves of the BeBearch facilities which VI G placed
at their disposal with the important exception of Gruppe VI 0, 	 .
and to a lesser degree, Gruppe VI S. 	 It will be noted from the
list given above that out of the nine institutes under Gruppe VI G

r.;cntrol, no fewer than five dealt with the Near East and Far East.
?rom itz very geographical position it is only natural that Germany
was in a position to specialise on these territories rather than
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on Western Europe and the Western Hemisphere. 	 It will be seen'
that as early as . 1940 the RSHA controlled the Wanseeinstitut, which
remained of considerable value to Gtuppe VI C. 	 This close liaison
was Increased. with the creation of GrUppe VI G, and there is no
reason to doubt the value of the research of VI G to VI C. 	 So
far there has been no opportunity of assessing the worth of the •
Nordamerikainstitut or of the Gross-Britannien Institut to GruPPe
VI D, but it is not likely to have been great; on one occasion only
were maps issued to VI D; these mapsswere of the coast of
Venezuela.

Gruppe VI S however did derive benefit' from VI .G research
and records.	 In generalthe material provided was in the form of
maps of the areas in-which . VI S had planned operations though at
Appendix II is shown a copy of a circular issued by KRIIIERT to the
appropriate institutes as a result o a request by Gruppe VI S. • •
The circular l's of interest as ' it shows the extent to which VI G
could have been of practical value to'the.Laendergruppen had it
been created at. an earlier date, and also reveals KRAILERT's
conception of the proper functioning of his Gruppe:

8. The Organisation of Grupoe VI G 

Theotganisation of the Gruppe is a simple one; there were
six Referate•functioning,with anadditional two ready to function.
These Referate with their Referent are listed. in Appendix I.

9. Main Sources 

There' exists a most comprehensive interrogation report on
KRALLERT himself ., 1 SC/CSDIC/SD 26 issued by No. 1 Sub-Centre, -
CSDIC, Austria, dated 17th August 1945, and diStributed by the
War Room under reference PP:602,288. This report gives full
details of the institutes under Vi G and those under the Kuratorium,
and shows in diagrammatical form the liaison which existed between
the various institutes themselves, and in particular the. functional
links between Gruppe VI C and Gruppe VI G. This publication
represents no more.than a summarised version of that report to
which referenGe should be made for those Aspects and 'ramifications
of VI G which are not of primary intelligence interest. The
publication also incorporates the assessments of VI•G which have been •
given by leading personalities such as SOHELLENBERG, SANDBERGER,
and HOETTL, and is issued primarily in order that wider distribution
can be given to it than was possible in the case of the KRALLERT'
report:

There is also a B. DO. 9000 preliminary report on Dr Walter
LURCH of the Forschungsstelle Orient, reference 3862/9000 issued
on 19th October 1945.

10. Distribution 

Standard for Mar Room Liquidation reports.

W.R.C.3a.
21.10.45,



APPENDIX I,

Organisation of Gruppe VI G..

Gruppenleiter . - Stubaf KRALLERT 

Referat VI G 1 ReferentFuehrungsreferat 
Function: organisation
and administration. •
Kuratorium fur Volkstum
und Landesforschung.

Referat VI G 2 .Schrietumpreferat	 • Referent: . OstUf
Function: . thie .:Referat	 KARASEK
was.responsible'for the
poliéy ,governing the	 •
'management of the-libraries
of the institutes and for the
supply of all information.
published in book farm to the
other Gruppen of Amt VI.	 It
kept 'close liaison with Gruppe
III/C, the FruefungskoMmission of
the NSDAP 4 the PrOpagandallinistry,
the Gesellschaft fur.DokUtentation,
and with central libraries.

Referat VI G 3	 Landkartehreferat	 Referent: 'Ustuf
Functibn: this Referat 	 PAULSEN
was responsible for the.
.supply of maps to the Other
Gruppen of :Amt VI arid t ,  the
institutes.	 It kept close
liaison with the map depots. of
the IKH,.the Reichsamt'fur
Landesaufnahme, and the Preussiche
Staatsbibliothek. •

Referat VI G 4

Ref erat VI G 5

Pressereferat	 Referent: Ostuf Dr.
This Referat was 	 HEHN
responsible for the
organisation of the evaluation.
activities of the press sections
and, the coordination of their
translation service.

Karteireferat	 .Referent:
Function: this Referat
was responsible for the
uniform organisation of the
card indices of the institutes
and for liaison with the central
card indices of the RSHA and of
other organisations.	 .
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(cont)

Referat VI G 6.	 .Ntilitaerisches R.eferfit— 	 Referent: /Lt. Dr.•
• t 	 'Function: this Referat . 	TITZ

_

, advised. the inatitUtSson..
the production of soegal
maps such as ethnographical
or administrative maps, for •
the • use of_Militarl_ f.orP47019.44

.Referat VI G 7	 Wirtschaftsreferat 	 'Referent:
Function: this Rsferat,
which. had not started to
function, was to have been
responsible fOr liaison with
economic research institutes.,
such as the Weltwirtschaftliche
.Institut at Kiel: and Hamburg,
and with Gruppe VI Wi/T.

Referat Vi .G 8	 ,Wissensehaf t sr ef er at	 Referent : • . 	
PFunotion: this .Referat	 TIISEL
which. also had not started
to function, was tohyj

' taken .charge of the editIng
• of • the .b igger...,publiaatkons

of file:::4 f  .
liaison with sohplasti_qAppietiss.„
and,. to have studied the cooperation

• between re search .. institutes ......4134
• political, administrative and

military agencies abroad..



APPENDIX. II
:

.A Translation of Instructions given by SS Stubaf ERALLERT to
Institutes controlled by Gruppe VI . G,of'the RSHA concerning a 

.request:for . information on areas sUitable for Guerilba Warfare
received.from'Gruppe VI S.

-	 Berlin-Schmargendorf
Postfach 5_

-:Der Chef der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD

• denal Nheri 1945.

VI G Tge Nr /45 GS '	763344

Subject: Planning material for guerilla. warfare behind the
enemYlines.

- •	 .

_ •Behind'all . fronts. , particularly in . the:East,but also in
Italy and. 4n the West, resistance movements and rebellions have
sprung up On their own•initiative. :*Fat a longtime it has been
attempted to gain influence on theseMovements, fa coordinate their
activities, and finally to 'direct and extend them.so:as'to provide
decisive assistance and . relief to our battle on all. fronts:

This Plan dan.only be carried out successfully if
considerable own forces.are made available for the purpose and
if these forces are fully trained and advise& by experts.	 The
making available of these forces'as well as the planning and direc-
tion of guerilla warfare is the task of VI S and Mil D.

It j..8 eXpected.that the Institutes of Gruppe VI G will afford
all possible help as regards advice and.fraining.	 It is therefore
.requested that the•following problems be studied immediately and
that short. and precise notes'be:prepared on the following questions.

1.

	

	 What nations or racial - groups, or what political groups,
Can be Considered su4able for the creation or extension of
resistance movements and'guerilla warfare? . . .

_ .

2. What historic examplea of a similar nature tend to . show a
special inclination to guerilla warfare on the part of the
various nations?

3. What political or ideological promises, slogans, or offers,
might be particularly effective. in the light of historical
experience?

4. For what type of resistance do the individual groups appear
to be particularly well suited (open rebellion, passive
resistance, etc)?.

• Which areas and regions appear to be best suited in the
light of previous experience?

6. Is it possible or impossible to 000rdinate resistance
movements of different origins (e.g..polish and Ukranian,
or Bulgarian, .Serb and Greek)?

7. What are the fundamental rules of behaviour and treatment
which the German forces intended for the task must learn
for their contact with the peoples concerned?
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(cont)

request that these questidns be COnsidered immediately
and the reStlts laid down in notes. 	 I. :request furthermore that
all other relevant . problems which may appear be subje4ted to a
detailed study and'the results forwarded to this HQ, so that the
problem can also 'be considered in other sectors..

.	 .
For the sake of security I request you to call in additiona:

help only after the most careful •consideration, and in any case to
consult outside collaborators on part-questions only.

In view of the extreme urgency of the matter I would
request you to give this question priority over-all other work,
and if necessary to submit preliminary reporte . to this HQ.	 It
is also intended to discuss the whole problem shortly at a
conference . , for which I request you to prepare all available.
material.

Finally I would like to emphasise that voluminous memoranda
are not required, but only a short.summary of the most important
principles and simple and ttndamental directives fce practical
application.. Only the collationot the. material and the speed
of production of.these reports, and not their_layout . anCstyle, are
important.

(signed). mama

. ss Sturmbannfuehrer und
Gruppenleiter VI G

Distribution

.	 .
Institut zur ErforsOhung der Sowjet.Utipn . (attention :Major Prof.

. _	 •	 KOCH)
Publikationsstelle Berlin (attentiOn . Staatparohivdirektor Dr.

PAPRITZ)
Publikationsstelle Wien (attention SS Uhtersturmfuehrer MT.

ARDNNEBERGER) .
Publikationsstelle 'West (attention .Staatsarehivrat DT. 'ICOHTE).

VI ZentraIbuero-(attention Oberfaldichter Dr. SOBDIEN)

VI G/45
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APPENDIX III

Alphabetical Index of Gruppe VI G Versonnel

Note: this list includes Amt VI officers and the heads of
VI G institutes, but not research personnel of the
institutes.	 Arrested personnel are underlined.

Name Rank	 Remarks 

ACHNETELI	 Prof	 Institut zur Erforschungs . der Sowjet Union
until beginning of 1945.

DONATE	 Prof	 Ostasien Institut.
-

FEHSEL	 Stubaf	 Referent VI G 8 since end of 1944.

FENNER	 Hastuf	 VI G since early 1944; with Publikations-
stelle Wien since mid-1944.

GUSEK	 Uetuf	 VI G 1 since mid-1944:

HACHNEISTER	 Hastuf	 VI G 1 since end of 1943.

HEHN	 Uetuf,.	 Referent VI G 4 and VI G 5 since mid-1943..

KARASEK	 Ostuf	 Referent VI G 2 since mid-1944; previously
Publikationsstelle Wien.

KOCH	 Dr	 Institut zur Erforschungs der Sowjet Union
from beginning of 1945.

ERALLERT	 Stubaf	 Gruppenleiter; arrested Austria.

KRUULER	 Hastuf	 Forschungsstelle Orient; arrested French Zone..

LANGLOTZ	 Hastuf	 Forschungsstelle Orient end of 1944. Also
VI Kult 1945.

LEHMANN	 Prof	 Arbeitsgemeinschaft Gross-Britannien.

IIEBEN	 Hastuf	 Forschungsdienst Ost:

ICRCH	 Hastuf	 Forschungsstelle Orient; arrested French Zone.

NORTENSEN	 Dr	 Expert on Spain and Portugal; with VI G since
end of 1944.

OLZSCHA	 Hastuf	 Arbeitsgemeinschaft Turkestan.

- PAULSEN	 Ustuf	 Referent VI G 3 since mid-1943.

SERAPHIM	 prof	 Wirtschaftwissenschaftliches Institut Ober-
Donau.

STITZ	 Referent VI G 6 since beginning* of 1945.

TEICH	 Hastuf	 Instutut fur Grenz und Auslandsstudien mid-1943;
transferred VI 0 1;* arrested British ZOne.

Wrualms. Prof	 Nordamerikain Ins ti tut .


